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Forging Royal Elite Fitness
2013 Bethel graduate Marcus Eckert’s initial desire for fitness stems from a unique place,
Regarding the “Undy Rundy “, an underwear fashion show on Bethel University, Marcus jokes “I thought
my first impression on my future wife might be my bare body outside her dorm window, and I wanted to
make sure she remembered who I was”. The commitment to fitness has led Marcus and others to The
Athlete Lab, a unique gym in Little Canada. Sarah and Marcus Eckert, Jesse Hill, and Andee Jeffries all
have two important things in common: they graduated from Bethel. and they’re deeply committed to
excellence, particularly in fitness.
Marcus Eckert and Andee Jeffries are not only members of the gym, but also coaches. They were
both hired on a fast track due to their prior experiences and athletic backgrounds, according to gym owner
Kate Klaaers.
On how the gym and Bethel have shaped his and Sarah’s lives, Marcus quips “Her [Sarah’s]
membership started with a Groupon and ended with a husband.”
Many of them migrated to The Athlete Lab
from a different CrossFit gym that shut
down in 2016. Regarding the move, Sarah
Eckert recalls ”When Allegiance closed, it
was a discussion with Marcus and a few
others about where made sense for us to
migrate.”
Coach Marcus briefs the class on the WOD-Workout
Of the Day. Photo by Elena

Marcus expounded on the connections
between the principles of community and
discipline within Bethel and The Athlete
Lab: “At Bethel, and even more specifically
in the Bethel dungeon (old weight room), I
developed an amazing community and began
to understand the importance of surrounding
yourself with Christ-followers, people who
love and support you, and those who
challenge you. Whether in fitness or in life, I
believe a huge marker to growth is our
ability to admit where we're weak, work our
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butt off to eliminate it, and do so relying on the support of others whether through working side by side or
through accountability. We're not meant to do life alone.”
Andee seconds Marcus, adding “It taught me a lot of discipline. I was a nerd and spent hours
studying in the library because I had to focus in order to achieve the goals/grades I wanted. Much like
fitness, if you want to achieve a goal, you have to spend hours practicing and perfecting it.”
Jesse Hill, a 2016 Biokinetics graduate credits his relationships
with Marcus, Sarah, and others with bringing him to The Athlete
Lab He also discussed his internship at Allegiance Fitness and his
personal training/nutrition coaching business, stemming from “a
passion for the body and training and nutrition”. His nutrition
certification has allowed him to find clients from TAL, a place
that has taught him “leadership, discipline and accountability”
CrossFit is a newer type of workout, combining gymnastics
movements with large-muscle group weight exercises and cardio.
According to an article by Inc Journal, the CrossFit brand was
started by a man named Greg Glassman in a Santa Cruz
warehouse. Glassman created an affiliate-based business model,
allowing others to open “boxes” (individual gyms) across the
nation CrossFit has expanded from a workout method to a
lifestyle, with foods and beverages, apps, and apparel all catered
to CrossFit
Athlete Jesse Hill attacks the rower. Photo by Elena

Gym owner Kate Klaaers lists “progress, attitude, community, and excellence” as the top values.
Her passion for teaching stemmed from a background in “sports and group training”. The initial boot
camps in outdoor parks progressed to taking over space in a Midwest Gymnastics building in Little
Canada. The rented space first opened in January of 2009 and over the last ten years, the space and
community have exponentially grown in size and strength.
Sarah has only praises for how both CrossFit and Bethel have prepared her and Marcus for life
together: “First and foremost for the two of us, it was most important that our spouse has a relationship
with Christ and is living their life in a way that reflects that. Bethel gave us both a great community and
outlet to do that as well as to continue to grow in our own personal walks of faith...while CrossFit isn't a
prerequisite for our relationship, it for sure makes us stronger (physically, emotionally, spiritually...) as a
couple!”
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Coach and athlete Andee
Jeffries demonstrates a handstand and weighted squat. Photos taken by
Christina Asmus of Sassypants Photography.

Coach Ande Jeffries came from a personal training background
after graduating in (year) with a (major), but was intrigued by the CrossFit methodology and applied to be
a coach. Like Jesse, she does nutrition coaching in addition to leading workouts.

